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About This Content

The Golf Club Collector's Edition Upgrade brings the all new Season Mode, Tropical Theme and a host of improvements to the
award-winning game.
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Title: The Golf Club - Collectors Edition Upgrade
Genre: Simulation, Sports
Developer:
HB Studios
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 compatible video card with 1GB video RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible

English
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The best just got better.. I like this game.
Putting is hard to learn.
Chip shots are a challenge also.
Lots of fun!. Can't get this one to run, keep getting a fatal error come up.
I think my Graphics card needs updating so please check your system requirements before buying it.
Dash. Very beautifull Upgrate to The Golf Club!

Some tiny wishes left:
* free adjustable and saveable campositions (F9 saveable)
* realtime switchable greengrid
* maybe an ambient soundmixer

This upgrate is every cent worth!

Thanks for it..... WIth the Collectors Edition Upgrade it reached Gold Status. Very nice tracks and a very good physic engine.
Looking forward for some more updates like a real shoot control.
In total is is a fantastic Golf Game!. best golf sim out there!. As close as it gets to the real thing. Wonderful graphics and works
well on even an average machine with a dual core processer and fairly decent graphics card. However the addition of a driving
range and putting green would be very useful not only to warm up but to get used to the very realistic characteristics of the
gameplay with the mouse and gamepad. You can practise on the course but a dedicated practise area would be great. Don't let
that put you off though because it is a superb program anyway and I'm sure it will only get better and better. 5 star!. Upgrade is
the best thing for this game! My friends and I decided to just get the normal version to see how we liked it, fast forward 3 days
later and We all got the DLC upgrade and wish we just got the collectors Edition from the start! HANDS DOWN the best
golfing game out to date! If you want a sim golf game this is the one, I use mouse and keyboard and have no control issues at all!
If youre looking for a arcade golf game than look elseware as you will just rage when you cant sink a 7 foot putt do to the break!
DEVS KEEP UP THE AMAZING WORK!!! Can't wait to join the TGCTours Q-School and one day hope to be on the PGA
pro tour!. Best golf sim out there, and they're now on to the VR version. HB Studios got this perfectly when the Golf Club was
released. If I had one annoyance it's that looking throuh the 132,000+ courses that players have made can get VERY tedious
when you can only use one search parameter at a time, but aside from that, the quality of the visuals and gameplay is
astonishing. No more will we have to wait for EA to cough up their next Tiger Woods game or whichever celebrity golfer they
choose to sink their vampiric teeth into. This is the game for any golfer and worth every single penny. Enjoy :D
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This absolutely should be a core part of the game.

I have nothing against DLCs - I literally own hundreds of them; my Train Simulator DLCs must be worth several hundred
pounds alone - but something as integral to a game as this is, sold as a DLC add-on, is shameful.. i like htis game cause off the
course graphiics it brill beat any tiger woods for golf game on pc or xbox or ps 4 awsmn. Currently the "Collector's Edition
Upgrade" is more of a one-time-donation to HoneyBee-Studios than a must-need-purchase for extra-content; necessarily this
isn't a bad thing considering that developement of this game has been and still continues (for all the platforms).

Most recent implementation was a quite highly-wanted-addition to be able to bookmark \/ favorite your favorite replays for
easier re-finding. Hopefully we'll eventually get more controls for the replays for themselves in future.
Now of course the mentioned featured isn't a DLC-exclusive feature. But it's one of the reasons I personally chipped-in some
dosh for this DLC (no puns intented).

At the moment, there isn't much else to add when talking about this DLC.

So it mainly comes down to wheter you want to give a small extra donation for the developers or not.
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